Claiming Williams 2011 Presents

LUNCHTIME DIALOGUES
Thurs., Feb. 3, 2011
All events begin at 12:30 PM

Grab & Go lunches available in Paresky!

First Generation Dialogues
- Class of ’58 Lounge, Paresky -

Join faculty, staff, and students in sharing stories of what it was like to be the first in their family to attend college.

Do We Value Ideological Diversity?
- Paresky 220 -

This lunchtime discussion will address what we mean by ideological diversity at Williams, as well as what political perspective shares with other forms of social identity and how it differs.

Student Leadership Forum: Shared Challenges & Strategies
- Driscoll Lounge -

An opportunity for student leaders from across campus to come together to explore the challenges they face and their strategies for addressing them.

Inner Life, Outer Life
- Henze Lounge -

What do you wish people here understood about your religious or spiritual identity? A discussion with Camille Chiklis ’13 & Jonathan Schmeling ’12
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